
 
 
The AM Vajra Cannon Mind Map is intended as an individual guide, and as something that may 
be helpful in general. 
 
The Jax recall the game, bouncing the ball and collecting the Jax in your hand – ‘within the 
moment in time’.  
 
The past is gone, we can not go back and change things, this moment in time is what you have 
to affect things or not. 
 
In order to reconcile the five ‘mirrors’, into dimensional form, I took the five to be perceptions 
of culture. 
 
Of, course cultures and attitudes and history differ greatly. There are old animosities to be 
certain. To reconcile differences, I decided to ignore them, understanding that yesterday is 
gone, and according to the voracities of human nature, the balance sheet of wants is never 
satisfied.  
 
So, to integrate the perspectives into a cohesive whole, I decided to simply see what might find 
agreement. 
 
Now this might be neither here nor there to people, but I think that this type of thinking, and I 
don’t believe you need my mind map to sort this one out, comes at a time of planetary crisis. 
 
There are now three credible theories based on Plama Cosmology that may explain ancient 
extinction events, and all three possibilities appear to be bearing down our throats. 
 
Earth’s Magnetic Polar Shift. 
 
Decreasing Solar output cycle suggesting possible mini ice-age. 
 
Solar ejection events while earth’s magnetic field is at a low ebb. 



My thinking is that there will be some mixture of all-of-the-above, and depending on the crank 
of the wheel – that’s how it will come out. 
 
Now we can all continue to bicker among ourselves, or we can begin to straighten up and fly 
right. Because that’s what it will take not IF but WHEN a planetary crisis happens. We are 
stronger together than apart. 
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Featured: 
EXTINCTION BY MAGNETIC SHIFT: https://youtu.be/4OU9AZPNKWI 
Need to Catch Up? 
COSMIC DISASTER: https://youtu.be/B_zfMyzXqfI 
CLIMATE FORCING: https://youtu.be/rEWoPzaDmOA 
PLASMA COSMOLOGY: https://youtu.be/E4pWZGBpWP0 
 


